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bkt~M. WC propose a model of non-sequential processes and study i s properties. The model 
is called D-continuous causal nets (CCN’s) and is based on a class of F%i nets. A causal net is 
essentially a partially ordered set of conditions and events which represents a fragment of the 
history of a concurrent system. D-continuity is a generalization of Dedekind’s definition of the 
continuity (completeness) of the reals which is applicable to both totally and partially ordered 
w\s as ah to hlth dense and discrete structures. We develop a number of properties of our 
model and discuss why these might be useful properties for a non-sequential proces: to have. 
Introduction 
In this paper we present a model of non-sequential processes and develop some 
of its properties. The model is called R-continuous mrsaf nets (CCN’s) and it is 
based on a class of Petri nets. The properties of CCN’s that we develop may be 
seen as an atempt to answer the question: What should be the main attributes of 
a ‘meaningful’ non-sequential process? 
The basic attribute of a non-sequential process is that the causality relation 
between the atomic elements of the process is a partial ordering relation. Thus 
posets form the basis of our study. The class of posets that we offer as a model is 
guided by the net theory of systems and processes [8]. More specifically, we wish 
to explore, in a restricted formal setting, the ideas of Petri outlined in two papers 
[b-l. LS] concerning non-sequential processes. In [ 151 Petri defines a variety of 
properties iis candidate properties for a ‘good’ non-sequential process to have. Our 
aim here is to use the CCN model as a medium for bringing cut a good many of 
these properties. In particular we wish to expose D-r-ontinuity aad use the results 
of our investigation to argue that it is an attractive attribute of a concurrent process. 
We do so by demanding that our posets called causal nets be D-continuous and 
working out the consequences of this assumption. 4%continuity is a generalization 
to posets of Dedekind’s classic definition of the continuity (completeness) of the 
reals [4]. 
In the literature, the work of Holt et al. [I l] represents the first attempt to study 
non-sequential processes based on a class of nets called occurrence nets. 
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Mazurkiewicz [ 121 has used the trace notion to elegantly characterize processes of 
a system model based on nets. Winkowski [ 171 has investigated a process model 
based on partially ordered sets of conditions. In [2] Best studies in detail some 
density notions related to the basic density concept called K-density proposed in 
[ Id]. Nielson et al. [ 131 and later Winskel [ 181 have also considered non-sequential 
processes represented as a set of partially ordered occurrences of events. More 
recently, Pliinnecke [16] has a variety of results on the relative strengths of the 
properties proposed by Petri in the context of posets in general. 
The paper is organized as follows, In Section 1 we introduce nets and rapidly 
indicate how systems and processes are viewed within net theory. We then introduce 
wusal nets and present some elementary results concerning them. A causal net is 
bGcally a partially ordered set of conditions and events. In Section 2 we develop 
the notion of D-continuity for posets in general and prove that D-continuous posr‘ts 
p~~ssess an important property called K-density. Sections 3 and 4 are the heart of 
this paper. We derive a vljriety of properties of D-continuous causal nets and 
indicate why these might be useful properties for a non-soqurntial process to haw 
In Section 5, the concluding part. we offer a more detailed rev& of related literature 
;t~d point to future lines of research. 
1. Causal nets 
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Within net theory, the structure of a concurrent system is modelled by a net. 
The state of the system is represented by a token distribution (marking) over the 
S-elements. The dynamic behaviour of the system is captured by the firing rules 
which specify how the marking is to be changed locally (and in general concurrently) 
through the firing of T-elements. A variety of net models with very different 
interpretations and expressive power can be formulated and studied using this 
general idea [$I. For our purposes it is sufficient to consider an example of a very 
elementary net model called cmdition/event system. The example is shown pic- 
torially in Fig. I. 
in thi\ model the T-elements are called events and the S-elements are cdlled 
conditions. The firing rule is the following: Whenever an event, say e, has exactly 
one token on each of ‘e call of the pre-conditions hold) and no token on any element 
in 6 (none of the PC’* conditions hold), then it may fire (occur) When e fires one 
token is removed from each of ‘e and one token is added to each of e’ (the 
prc-conditions C’case to hold and the post-conditions begin to hold). Thus an act of 
\ubstifufion. whereby ‘c is replaced by e’, is associated with the occurrence of e. 
Suppc~. itI ij marking. two events, say e and e’, can both fire. It- e and e’ share a 
condific~n (i.e.. 2 t \ 2 f ~1 or 4 n (0 f (9). then they are in conflict at this marking; 
crnlv ant* of them tires. Ofhcrwi~~, they can occur ~otzcrrrrmtly; HO definite order is 
imposed on the oc’currcnccs of the two events. Consequently., ;t run of the system, 
in ~en~*ri11, will cc:nsi\t of a set of partially ordered occurrences of conditions and 
events. For our example at the marking shown, e,, 4, eh and e7 can occur. et and 
c2 are in conflict because h, E ‘e, n ‘e?, - et, and e7 are in conflict because of h5. At 
this marking, eI and eh can occur concurrently. One run of this system, which we 
shall call a process is shown in Fig. _. 3 This labelled net is to be seen as a record of 
;I ptrtiai history of the system. 
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Fig. 2. 
Abstractly, a process of a condition/event system may be viewed as a suitable 
mapping from a net of the sort shown in Fig. 2 into the net associated with the 
system. Details of this idea’can be found in [g] and we will not repeat them here. 
For now we should like to focus on two features of the net shown in Fig. 2. Firstly. 
it is acyclic, i.e., F’ is asymmetric. Secondly, no two T-elements share an S-element. 
i.e., for each S-element b, 131, 16‘1 c 1. Because of these two features there is a 
‘standard’ way of marking this net and an unambiguous way of playing the token 
game on it. Thr standard marking for our example consists of one token each on 
the left-most S-elements labelled h, and h,; the tohcn game would consist of 
systematically pushing the tokens frotn left to right usiilg the firing rule for [bondi- 
tion/event systems. 
The point is, nets of the type shown in Fig. 2. together with a suitable mapping. 
can be used to represent the non-sequential processes generated by it marked net 
which in turn is the model of a concurrent system. Such nets (reptcsenting proccssc$) 
can be studied in their own right without nailing down the related notion of ;I 
hystcm. This is what wtz intend to do in this paptx. Ncth of tht\ sort zho\\n in [Tip. 
2 arc called occurrence nets. 
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finite. This is expressed by clause (b). Requirement (c) is a technicality. It says that 
in this paper we will concentrate on processes tha4 have neither a beginning nor an 
end. There is no deep reason behind this. Most of the results that we prove also 
hold for the model obtained by dropping this demand. It is just that not having to 
consider each time, the finite case makes the proofs a bit tidier. A portion of a 
causai net is shown in Fig. 3. 
Fig. 3. 
We conclude this section with two useful observations concerning causal nets. It 
is easy to verify that they also hold for occurrence nets. 
The first one is: Given a causal net N = (B, E ; F) we can associate POh! = (X ; 6) 
where X = I3 u E and d = F”. It is easy to verify that PON is a poset. 
Through the remaining portions of this paper we will often abuse notations and 
not distinguish between a causal net Iv and the associated poset PON. Where N is 
clear from the context, we shall write PO instead of PO,%. Finally given PO = (X ; s 1 
WC will employ the derived relations 2. CL, >, 3, etc. in the st lndard fashion. Now, 
for the second o\;servation. 
Proposition 1.4. Let N = ( B. E ; F) be u causal net. Theu we haue: 
\ I ) VA-. _v c S: If .x c _v. then 3x,,, .I-, . . . . , _Q E X such that x = s,,, sk = y and, for 
0 s i 4. k, (.I.,. x, t , ) c F. 
(21 Letx. yi:Sarlds~y. Then 3~’ F ‘y and .Y’ 6: x’ such that .I-’ s y and _X 5 y’. 
(2) Ve c 45 Vb,. &I ‘e( 4’): b, K b2 A b2 Q h,. 
Proof. Trivial. C-3 
2. D-continuity 
l’hc posets th;it wc deal Gth in this section arc assumed to be of the form 
PO = (X, 5 ) where X f (/1. 
Definition 2.1. Let PO = (X; 5 ) be a Foset, I, s c X ant! 1. s # ~4. Then 
(a) Ii:= <u>uid[X, 
( b) I is a li-set (chain) itf WI-, y c I: _Y Ii y, 
k) I is a line (3 maximal chain) iff I is 3 Ii-set and Vrrt 1: I u {x} is not a ii-set, 
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(d) the set of lines of PO is denoted by L, 
(e) co:={(x,y)~XxXI~~}‘~y~x) [i.c., co:=(XxX-li)uid(X], 
(f) s is a co-set (anti-chain) iff KY, **E s: x co y, 
(g) s is a slice (maximal anti-chain) iff s is a co-set and VH s; s u {x} is not a 
co-set, 
(h) the set of slices of PO is denoted by SL. 
In this paper we shall assume the axiom of choice. As a result, WC can and shall 
make repeated use of the facts that for every Ii-set (co-set) there is a line (slice) 
which contains the Ii-set (co-set). 
The relation co plays a fundamental role in the sxiomatization of net theory. 
Petri formulates the properties of a ‘good’ non-sequential process (more about this 
in Section 4) in the form of axioms concerning the co relation thnt is iissdated 
with this process. A slice is used to represent the stage up to which a process has 
prosrcssed at a certain ‘time’. Indeed, for a non-sequential process. a slice is the 
notion that corresponds to the normal notion of a sequential time point. A lint. 
viewed as an ascending chain, describes the life history of a aequentinl entity (stntc 
variable, signal. partic!c) participating in a process. We can now turn to the subject 
matter of this section. 
Dedckind’s definition of the continuity of the reals is based on the notion of .uts. 
For posets, the notion of a cut is given h> the following definition. 
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For posets we would like to view slices as generalized states and, for each D-cut 
A, we should like to extract a slice-in a unique fashion-from M(A). To do so. 
we shall first refine Max( A 1 (Min( A>> down to Obmax( A) (Obmin( A)). This is 
achieved by choosing from Max(A) those eic,ments which have the Obmax property. 
Let PO = (AT ; s 1 be a poset and x E X. Loosely speaking, x is said to have the 
Obmax property if for every D-cut A which lies ‘just above’ X, all lines con&ing 
x agree on whether or not they exited from A at x. More precisely, let I E L, A E D 
and x E X. I is said to e_Gt f~nr A at x iff x E Max( A n I). Now x is said to have the 
C%rrrax ~~_~~tiy pf VA E D: if x c A, then either all lines containing x exit from A 
at x or no line containing x exits from ~1 at x. Symmetrical considerations lead to 
the Ohmin property. The fc>rmal definition we shall use, however, is the one given 
by Petri because it is easier to work with. 
IWe that if Iw is the set of reals and G the usual orderins in this set. then (R ; d J 
is D-continuous. More importantly, when applied to (W; s). the above definition 
bears a reason:?& resemblance io the one due to Dedekiqd (hence the name 
‘D-continuous’). 
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In Fig. 5 we show three examples of posets which are not D-continuous. 
The poset shown in Fig. S(a) is not D-continuous because for the D-cut A = 
{a, h, d} we have c(A) = {a, d}. Hence for the line I= (6, c} we have Ic( A) n /I= 0. 
The poset shown in Fig. 5(b) is also not D-continuous because for the D-cut 
A = {a, b, c} and any line ! we will have ]c( A) n II= 2. 
d 
e 
b 
a 
Y d 
C A 
(b) 
(J) 
b 
1 
0 
0 
(cl 
(K) 
Fig. 5. 
The poset shown in Fig. S(c) is dense. Two copies of the closed interval [O. l] on 
the reals have been pasted together at points 0 and 1. More precisely, this poset 
(X ; s’) consists of 
(a) X ={O, I}u X.’ uXK whcreJfK and 
(s is the standard ordering on the reals). 
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W(A) n fl=2. a contradiction. Thus c(A) is a co+et. Let xe c(A) and I be a line 
which contains x. By D-continuity we have c(A) rj I = {yj for some y E X. Since X, 
y E I and x f y we have x < y or y < x. Consequently, c(A) is a maximal co-set, i.e., 
c(A) is a slice. El 
Thus, in a D-continuous poset, for any D-cut A, c(A) represents a ‘time’ point. 
Moreover, at any such time, we can nail down precisely the status of every line of 
the poset. In term of processes, a D-cut A represents a stage at which everything 
below c(A) has definitely occurred and everything above c(A) has definitely not 
occurred. Demanding Q-continuity boils down to dt-manding that for every conceiv- 
able sequential entity taking part in the process, we should be able to say uniquely 
(no jumps, no gaps) what this entity is doing. A related-and as it will turn out, 
weaker-demand is called K-density which is phra.,ed in terms of slices rather than 
Q-cuts. 
Definition 2.6. A poset PO=(Xr s) is K-detrse iff Vf E L, I73 E SL: If n s/ = 1. 
We shall prove that D-continuous posets are K-dense. Before doing so, it will 
be convenient o connect up the notion of D-cut with a standard notion associated 
with posets. Guided by [9] we first slate the following. 
Definition 2.7. Let PO = (X ; 5~ ) be a poset ;Ind A E X. Then 
(a) JA =(.xx x13yE A: .I.< y}. 
(b) t\=(xEXI3yEA:s~y}. 
(cl Vs C x: 1.x = J(s), 7.x = T(x). 
Proposition 2.8. L4f PO = ( X ; s 1 be a pmet and A c_ X such that (? # A f X. Then 
A is a D-cut if ard only if A (A) is a lower (upper 1 set. 
Proof. The proof easily follows from the definitions. Cl 
Theorem 2.9. fxt PO = ( A’ ; s ) be a D-continuous poset. Then PO is K-dense. 
Proof. Let s E SL and 1 c I_. If s = X, then every line is a singleton and we at mce 
hirve K-density. WC can ;iShumt that s # X. By definition of I and s we know that 
il n .si 1- 1. The proof i\ an indirect one. Suppose that f n s = (3. 
( ilS:B 1 . 1 s f x. 
Set A=Js. Then .&=T.s-- s. A # f9 since s # V. Hence A is a D-cut. Consequently 
:c( A) A /I =E: 1. Let c.(A) n I = (2). By the construction of A, we have Max(A) = S. 
thence if z E: Obmax( A), then z E s which implies s n I # v), a contradiction. This 
means that z E Obmin( A) which in turn means that z E fs- s. Let t E s such that 
- > t. trt I because otherwise I n s # v). But then 165 I implies B = A -{t} f 0. C!early c 
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B is a D-cut. Since I? n I = A n I, we have z E lUin(& I). On the orher hand 
zg Min(@ since t E l? and I < z. This implies that zeOhmin(&, which is once 
again a contradiction. 
Case 2. J.s= x. 
Then we can consider A = Js - s f (4 since s f X, anti the proof is identical to that 
ofCase 1. q 
K-density is strictly weaker than D-continuity because the posets shown in Fig. 
S(b) and (c) are K-dense but not D-continuous. K-density was formulated hy Petri 
in [ 141 where he argues that this is an important property of non-sequential processes. 
A different line of argument in favour of K-density can be found in [I]. Winskel 
[ 181 questions the choice of slice as the proper counterpart to the conventional 
notion of a state txcause in his view it is too broad, which then leads to the conclusion 
that K-density is too narrow a property. For our part. we feel content with the fact 
that the class of II-contlnwus (and henw h’ -&xw) pox% is an intcrcsting and 
nontrivial class. We would like to thoroughly understand the prqwtics of this clan 
bc’fw-;t conGdcring Lirgcr claw\ of powts. In fact, in thik pap0 w hhall onl! bc 
corm_mvx~ with I?- _xwtinuws caus;tl nt‘ts. 
3. K-density , discretwcss and count;Mity propertic:, 
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(c=) Let x E Max(A) and z E X such that x * = {z}. Let A 1 be a D-cut and I a line 
such that x t’ Max( A, n I). Using Proposition 1.4 it is easy to show that z E 1. Since 
x< 2. we must have ZE: ;r’,. Now XE Mrfx(A,) because x’={z}. Thus XE Obmax(,4). 
(b) Similar to the proof of part (a). Cl 
hpGsition3.j. h?lN=(f%&F) 6~ CCN. Then, WedZ:[‘el, (e’(>l. 
Proof. Let e E E such that le-l= I. A b E B such that e’= { b}. Set A = Je. Clearly 
e E Max(A) and h e Min( A). Since e’ = {h} and ‘h = {e), it follows from Proposition 
3.2 that e E Obmax( A) and h E Ohmin(&. Let I be a line containing e and b. Then 
~c(A)nI~=2, a contradiction. In a similar fashion we can show that l-e1 > 1. jE_l 
This result expresses the important fact that an event in a CCN constitutes the 
interaction of at keasf TWO entities. The Internal history of a single object will not 
be reprcsenkd in our model; the very existence of an object can be determined 
only by (an observer) interacting with it. From the previous two results WC easily 
hitI% the fol IoGng. 
Our ncx;t arm ih to characterize the lines of a <‘CN. 
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Case 2. 2 E A’ (i.e., z& X,). 
Let {e} = ‘z. e E A =4X, since z E Obmin(&. eE 3.X, implies that 3u E XI such 
that es u. We shall show that u = e. To this end, note that u E X1 = f 17 iy implies 
u~lcl’. Since ZEI’ too, we have zlirr. UFZ since UEA and ZE.&. Thus u<z 
and, by Proposition 1.4, u s e. Consequently, u = e. This means that e E XI. Let 
b E e’ n I c I’. b exists by hypothesis. If b f z, then, by Proposition 1.4, b co z, a 
contradiction since b, z E I’. If b = z, then z E 1. Since y E A, z E Obmin( A) and z, 
yeI’ we must have ZE~Y. Thus zdn&y=X,_ c A, which is a contradiction. This 
completes the proof. 0 
This is a useful characterization of lines, namely that, starting with a single element, 
we can iteratively grow a line which has some desired properties. This technique 
will be used to establish a number of subsequent results. 
Note that the (+) part of this intuitively obvious result depends otrly on the fact 
that N is a causal net. We will exploit this in Section 4. For the (e) part of the 
theorem we need D-continuity. 
The next sequence of results shows that, in a CCN, the causality relation captured 
by 5 is a discrete one in a strong sense. 
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Proof. R[X, y; I]= 1 n[x, y] and I[x, y]l<~ Cl 
Best [l] calls this property the E-discreteness property. As he points out, this 
property is intimately related to and is derivable from K-density. An even stronger 
property called bounded-discreteness (b-discrete) is satisfied by a CCN. 
Corollary 3.9. Let Jv = ( B, E ; F) be a CCN and x, y E X with x < y. Then 3 n (x, y) E 
N such thar VIE L: Ilr[x, y; !]I< n(x, y). 
Proof0 I[.... y]l< QC and hence n( x, y) = I[x, y]l will certainly work. El 
In Fig. 6(a) we show ;\ causal net which is not h-discrete (this net is also not 
K-denve). In Fig. 6(b) we show a causal net which is b-discrete and K-dense. Indeed 
by throwing in additional S-clemcnts this causal net can be turned into a CCN. 
The nest rcsuh states that in a CCN, with respect to a D-cut, every line has a 
(b) 
Dctinitian 3.10. Let PO = ( X : s ) be a posct. PO has the line-crossing property iff 
VI f I,. VA c D: I,-, A Z 0 A 1 n f-i f 0. 
Proof. This proof is easy, and is left to the reader. !I3 
The second part of the theorem states that, in a CCN, any pair of elements share 
a common past and a common future. In the next section we will strengthen this 
result somewhat by proving the so called coherence property. We shall conclude 
this section with some countability and coverability results. 
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Theorem 3.12. Let N = ( B, E ; F) be a CCN. Then X = B u E is a countable set. 
Proof. Let x E X. Define the sequence of sets {Xi},, r+ inductively as follows: 
(a) X0 ={x}u ‘x u x’. 
(b) For iH, X,,, =X;u*X,uX; 
if Y c X then . k’ := (J ‘y and 1” := 
Vf b’ 
. 
Let X’ = UiL,, Xi. N is a causal net and hence Vi E IV, IX,1 < m. Thus X’ is a countable 
set. We shall show that X cs X’. Let y E X. Then, by Theorem 3.11, 32 c 1-r n fy. 
Choose I,, I2 E L such thjlt x, 2 E I, and y, z E I?. Let 1 vr[x, z ; /,!I = nt and 1 ‘IT[~. z t !z]I = 
II where FR, n EN by Corollary 3.5. Set k = IOI + 11. Then it is straightforward to 
verify that )’ E XL. q 
l 
Corollary 3.13. Let N = ( B, E ; F) be n CCN. The/t there exist L’ c t /wd SL’ c SL 
srrch that 3 
(4 L’ is n cow~tnhle set nrd U,! l s 1 = X, 
! b) SL’ is c? cor~ntrrhle set crud IJ,, hI s ‘r X. 
Proof. For any x E X we can find a line and a sslice cwtaininp thih clcmcnt. The 
result now follows from the countability of X. U 
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Regarding the set of slices we cannot say anything definite. For the CCN of Fig. 
3. the set of slices is certainly countable. On the other hand, the sl:t of slices of the 
CCN that can be easily derived from the causal net of Fig. 6(b) is not a countable 
set. 
4. Csherence, natural order and a characterisation of CCNs 
Petri has formalized. what he considers to be, the desirable properties of a 
non-sequential process in the form of axioms concerning the associated co relation. 
In this section we shall bring out a number of these concurrency axioms by showing 
them to bc properties possessed by a CCN. 
The first axiom That WC;” look at demands that a process bc connected with respect 
10 both the co and Ii relatlons~ 
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Fig. 7. 
Case n > 1. This case easily follows from the proof of the basis step and the 
induction hypothesis. Cl 
Ii-coherence ensures that we are not dealing with two unconnected processes; 
we should deal with them one at a time. co-coherence arises out of the d&ire to 
treat the reMions li and co on an equal footing. This is in fact tlrc distinguishing 
feature of the axioms laid down by Petri and this line of thought culminates by 
demanding the natural order property as we will soon see. co-coheretxe also ensures 
that if (A-. y) E F, then there is a z c ;Y such that s co 2 and .v co 2 and 2 can be 
interpreted as a representation of the ‘change’ from .Y to y in the process. 
The next property states that two elomcnts that art‘ not distinguishak through 
li (~3)) w-e idtxtkxl. 
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Proof. Let x. y E A’ with x f J*. It is enough to show that Co(x) # Co(y). If x Ii y, 
then we are done. So assume that x co y. 
c‘alee 1. (x, y) e B. 
and h E k If b < y, then x s y. If b > y, then x > y. Both the possibilities 
are ruled out by x c~ y. Hence h co ye But b < x. Hence Co(x) # Co(y). 
C~.W 2. {xv y)c Be 
Let x = (4). If e co ,v, then since e < x, we are done. If e > J. then x > y which is 
impossible. So assume that e < y. Then 3h E e’ such that b d y. b # x while x co y. 
If h < y, then Co(x) f Co(y) since b co x, and we are done. So assume that b = y. 
Let x’ = (8). If e’ co y. then, since e’ > x. we are done. If e’ < y, then x < y which 
is impossible. So assume e’ ) y. Then 3’ E ‘e’ such that h’ 2 y. If b’ = y, then 2 = ‘y, 
_v* _, y’ and x f y. which is a contradiction since Iv is simple. Thus b’ :. y and also 
V co s. i.e.. Co(x) #Co(y). El 
We r’an combine the two previous propositions as follows. 
Theorem 4.6. Let N = (B. E ; F) be CI CCN. Thert N is reduced. 
The last property we wish to show formalizes the intuitive idea that, for a 
non-sequential process. the causality relation (s) should be uniquely recoverable 
(up to ‘rcvtxsc’) from the causal independence (co) relation. 
Definition 4.7. Let PO = ( A’ ; s ) be a poset. Then PO is saiii to be a nutural order 
i? for cvcrv other post (.X ; 5 ’ 1. co = co’ (or equivalently Ii = Ii’) implies that s’ = s 1 
0 
\ ‘- = -5 . 
To p+lraphrd:;e Petri [IS]. in a natural order, direction is a l-bit convention. And 
apart from this convention, the associated process is described ‘equally well’ by the 
structures ( X ; r=‘) and (X ; co). Before we prove that a CCN is a natural order, it 
might be helpful to consider the posets shown in Fig. 8. 
The posct shown in Fig. 8(a) is a natural order. The one shown in Fig. 8(b) is 
not a natural order because the poset shown in Fig. 8(c) has the same co structure 
:rnJ it is neither identical to nor the reverse of the one in Fig. 8(b). 
To PI WC that a CC’N is a natural order we need the following definition. 
(a) (b) 
Fig. X. 
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Definition 4.8. Let N = (B, E ; F) be a causal net and e, e’ E E. Then 
(a) e’ is an E-predecessor of e iff e’ < e and, Vf E L, e, e’ E I * 1 r[e’, e ; /]I = 3. 
(b) e’ is an E-successor of e iff e is an E-predecessor of e’. 
Our proof will repeatedly appeal to the sub-structure of a CCN identified in the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 4.9. Let N = (B, E ; F) be Q CCN arrd e E E. Thert there exist e,, e2 E E and 
bit,, b, 1, bll, bzf,, bl,, b22 E B such that 
(a) e, is an E-predecessor of e and e2 is an E-successor of e, 
(b) The three events e, e, and e, and the six conditions blo, b, I 9 b12, bzO, b2, and 
b,? are related to each other as shown ti; Fig. 9. ( The solid directed lines represent 
elemerzts of the F relation and the dashed undirected lines represent elements of the 
cc3 re!a tion. ) 
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In what follows (up to and not including Theorem 4.14) we shall assume that we 
are given a CCN N = (B, E ; F) and a poset PO’ = (X ; s’) such that co’ = co and 
hence li” = li. As always (X ; “-) is the poset associated with N; li’ = <’ u 9 u id (X; 
co’ = (X X X - li’) u id (X. The key to proving that IV is a natural order lies in 
establishing that 
X:eitber(VyE’x: y+c’xandVy’Ex’: x<‘y’) 
Or (Vy E ‘x: x c ’ y and Vy’ E x’: y’ <’ x). 
Keeping this in mind, let us start with the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.10. Let e E E. then 
W Vb,,b&e:eithet(b, <‘eandb&e)or(e<‘b,ande<‘b,), 
(b) e’:either(e<‘b,ande<‘b2)or(b, <‘eandb,<‘e). 
Proof. Let b,, b2 E ‘e (e’). Since b, < e (e < b,), b2 < e (e < b,) and li = li’, we must 
have b, li” e ancl b2 li’ e. On the other hand, b, co’ b2 while co = co’ and in N we 
know that b, co b2. The required result now easily follows. III 
Lemma 4.11. Let e. e, E E arid b, , E B such that e, is an E-predecessor of e and 
(b,,} = c’, 0-e. Then. either e, <’ b,, <’ e or e <’ b,, <’ e,. 
Proof. Since e, < h, 1 < e and Ii = Ii’, we have e, Ii’ b,, and b, I Ii’ e. 
Case 1. e, 0 b, ,. 
We need to show that b, , C’ e. By Lemma 4.9 we can find h,, E e; and b,,, E ‘e 
such that b,? CO e and h,,, co e, (see Fig. 9). Since el <’ b,, we also have e, <’ b17 
( lemma 4.10). 
Suppose that e < ’ b, ,. 
Ther. once again by Lemma 4.10. e < ’ b,,,. The resulting situation is shown in 
Fig. 10 where the squiggly lines represent elements of the <’ relation. The dashed 
lines represent elements of the co’ (=co) relation and their validity in ensured by 
Lemma 4.0. 
In A/, e, c t’. Hence (in PO’), we must have e, li’ e. If e, <’ e, then e1 <’ 6,,, which 
contradicts e1 co’ b,,,. If e d: ’ e,, then e <: ’ b,, which contradicts e co‘ b,?. Hence. 
we cannot have (3 6 ’ h, ,. Indeed. we must h;ltve h, l <’ E. 
,I ,i e 
J- 1, . 
_’ 3 ‘\ 
Fig. IO. 
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Using the same idea as in the previous case, we can derive e < ’ b, 1. Cl 
Lemma 4.12. Let e E E. Therz 
either (Vb fz ‘e: 6 C ’ e and Vb’ E e’: e < ’ b’) 
Or (Vb E ‘e: e < ’ h and Vb’ E e’: b’ <’ e). 
Proof. Let b E ‘e and b’ E e’. Since b -=I e < b’, we must have b Ii’ e and e Ii’ 6’. 
Case 1. bc’e. 
Then, by Lemma 3.10, W’E ‘e: h ” -6 e. If e < ’ h’, then we are done because, 
once again by Lemma 4.10, Vb’k e’: e < ’ b”. 
Suppose that h’ <’ e. 
Then we claim that the various elements of Fig. 9 will be related to each other 
as shown in Fig. Il. As before, the squiggly directed lines represent elements of 
the C’ relation and the dashed lines represent elements of the co’ relation ( =co). 
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Hence eI <’ b12. Symmetrically, e2 <’ b 1o. But b,,, li’ bzz because, in IV, !I,~ < 6,,. 
Hence b,,, <’ bz2 or bZz C’ b,,,. If b,,, <’ bz2, then from e2 <’ blo we have e2 <’ b22 
which contradicts e2 co’ h. If bz2 <’ b,,,, then from e, <’ b22 we have e, <’ b,,, 
which contradicts e1 co’ b,,,. Hence the assumption that, for some WE e’, 6’ <’ e 
must be false. 
Case 2. e < ’ b. 
The proof is similar and is omitted. Cl 
Lemma 4.13. Lef x c X. Tlten 
either (VYE ‘x: y c? x and Vy’c x’: x -5 y’) 
OC (Vyc ‘x: x 5 ’ y and Vy’ E x’: y’ <’ x). 
Proof. Tk case .x E E is taken care of by Lemma 4.12. Hence assume that x’ E B, 
‘X = (6) and x’ = (4”). Since e’ < s < ‘I”, we have e’ Ii’ x and x li’ e”. Let I E L such 
that e’. 4% I and, VI’ E L, 1 R[e’, e”; 1-j 2 Ilr[e’, e”; I’]( (such an I exists since N is 
li-discrete). Let lz[e’. e”; /]I= 2n+ 1 ( 11 2 1). Then it is straightforward to verify 
that n[ 6.e”; I] can be expressed as: 
;r[e’. 4”: f]={s’= e,,, b,,. el. h,.. . . . e,,. ,, b,, I, e,, = e”}, 
where 
(a) for 0 1 i s II. t,, EE andforO~+rv-1, b,eB, 
(b1 for 05 is tt- 1. b,C 4; n’e,,,, 
(cl for OS i”- tt - 1. e, is an E-predecessor of e, + , . (Note that this is true because 
] rr[ d. 8’: 111 is maximal.) 
NW suppose that t” c ’ s. ‘Fhen t” c ’ h,, (Lemma 3. IO). ‘This implies that b,, <’ e, 
t Lemma 4. I I ) for e,, is an I!5 -predecessor of e, . which in turn implies that e1 <’ h, 
(Lemma Al”\. We can continue in this fashion to conclude that h,, _ I <’ e,, = err. 
Rut then x. b,, , E 2” and h,, , c’ e” together imply x < ’ err so that we have 
4 < ’ y <_* ’ p”, 
If “1 4 c’. then by using a similar argument we can prove that e” -c’ s <’ Y’. D 
Theorem 4.14. Let IU = ( B, E ; F) be a CCN. Then N is a natural order. 
Roof. Let 1 S ; 5’) he a poset such that co = co’ and hence Ii = li’. As before, 
Ii’ z= qe ’ 0 -.x ’ u id 1 ,Y and co’ = (A’ X .Y -Ii’) u id 1 X. We need to show that 6’ = s or 
, I= = ” - . 
Let t x,,. J,,, j c F so that s,, ; y,,. This means that x,, Ii’ y,) since li = li’. 
CYa(lst> 1. s,, <. ’ y,,. 
We will first prove that F c 6’. To this end. let ix, y) E F. By Theorem 3.11, 
T-q, n T .Y f 0. Let z E tx,,n fx. Then we can find two sequences of elements uo, 
14 I, . . . , II,, (t1 3 0) and t‘,,, t‘,, . . . , c,,, (m 2 0) such that u,) = x0, I-+, = x, u,, = z = u,,, 
and. for 0 d i < tz, (I(,, II,, , ) E F and, for 0 s i < m, ( v,, q, 1 ) E F. ul, yr, E xi, and 
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x0 <’ yt? together imply x0 = u. <’ U, (Lemma 4.10). Since, for OC i< n, Ui-1 E ‘Ui 
and Ui+ l E u;, by repeated application of Lemma 4.13 we can conclude that 
u,~_~ 4 u,, = z = u,,. Now u,*_!, u,,~_~E’o,,, and u,,.+ <’ u,, :mply that urn--~ <’ 0, 
(Lemma 4.10). Once again, using the fact that 0 < i < m, gii- 1 E ‘vi and 0i+1 f o;, 
repeated application of Lemma 4.13 yields x = uc, <’ ol. Finall), y, 01 E X* and x < ’ 01 
imply that x < ’ y. Thus FE s’. Since F* = S, we have at once c E d’. Now suppose 
x, y E X and x < ’ y. Then x li y (since li = Ii’) so that x < y or y < M We cannot have 
y < x because G c s’ and we started with x < ’ y. Hence x < y which means 6’ G s. 
Case 2. y. <’ x0. 
Then by using an identical argument we can show that s’ = 2. Cl 
As a consequence of this theorem, if N = (B, E ; F) is a CCN, then 3 good deal 
of the results concerning N can be transported to the CCN N’ = (B, E ; F ‘1. In 
some sense major portions of the theory of CCN’$ will be invariant with respect o 
direction. We have now established that a CCN satisfies the main axioms specified 
by Petri. Indeed it is not difficult to show that only the so-called ‘details axioms’ 
[ I5, Axioms 18 and 201 are not satisfied by a CCN. Going in the other direction, 
it turns out that Petri’s concurrency axioms are not sufficient to capture D-contimlity 
property. However, we can mention here one (among the many possible) chracteriz- 
afion of D-continuity for causal nets. 
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Let y’ E A and z’ E fx’ n 7 y’ f 0. As before x’ E A, z’ E A and x’ < z’. Again there 
existsafinitesequenceul,=x’ u~,...,~~=z’suchthat,forO~i<m,(u~,u~+~)~F 
and, for some j (Wj< m), uj E A, US+, E A’. Once again {u;, u;+,}n B #0, so that 
+x(A) or u;,, E c(A). Assume without loss of generality that ui E c(A). Then 
x’ <s u; because x’ B c(A). But this is a contradiction because c(A) u (x’} is supposed 
to be a co-set. Hence c(A) n I f 0 and we are done. 
Case 2. x%4. 
In this case, let y’k A and Y’E J.x’ n Jy” f 0. By using a similar argument as 
before we can conclude that c(A) n I f fl. Cl 
We should like to conclude this section by pointing out that (Cl), (C2), (C3) and 
(C4) are mutually independent properties for causal nets. This is brought out by 
the four causal nets shown in Fig. 12. The first net satisfies (Cl), (C2) and (C3) 
’ { . . . . . ~ . . . . . 
/A\ 1 
*. 
(b) ‘, 
8 
(dj ’ 
Fig. 12. 
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but is not li-reduced. In drawing the next three nets we have cheated a bit for the 
sake of convenience. As shown none of them is Ii-reduced. However, by just adding 
S-elements they can be converted to li-reduced causal nets and still serve their 
intended purpose. In particular, the second net is the skeleton of a causal net which 
just violates (C3). The third one fails to satisfy (C2) and the la$t net does not satisfy 
CW. 
5. Comlusions 
In this paper we have presented a model of non-sequential processes called 
D-continuous causal nets. We interpret a D-cut as representing a state of affairs of 
the process and a line as the life history of a sequential entity participating in the 
process. D-continuity then captures the entirely justifiable demand that. in every 
state of affairs, one should be able to nail down the status of every sequential entity 
taking part in the process. Demanding D-continuity is a su .cinct way of endowing 
a process with a variety of interesting properties. This is borne OLAC by our results 
that a CCN is K-dense, b-discrete, coherent, reduced and is a natural order. In 
addition, we can also show that the set of slices of a CCN. when augmented with 
two special elements, forms an algebraic lattice [S]. 
As emphasized throughout, our work has been mainly inspired b! that of Petri 
[IS]. We feel that the concurrency axioms (and the I)-continuitv propt‘ctv) of Petri . _ 
merit serious discussion. This has motivated us to create, thr~x@ the CCN modet. 
a simple (no pun intended) plausible formal medium in which these asiom Can be 
made transparent and discussed. Almost all our t-milts, taken by itself. can be stated 
in a more general settting, although not at1 ou; results can be uniformly derived in 
:l more general setting. We have, however, in this paper very often sacrificed 
rnatheni;~tic;tl generalitv in order to maintain a sharp focus. The Tc‘itt'2'T intttrestt2d in
rnorc general versions of some of :he results reported is reterred to [3]. The second 
and less direct source of influence ffx- our work has been the work initiated by 
Nielson, Plot kin and Winskel [I 3) which has been strcnpthcnrd and cxtendrd in 
several different ways by Winskcl [ 1 X], The three authors cited above consider 11 
model called event structures which is based on i\ cluss of post‘ts. We nevertheless 
B’ccl that cvcllt structures ark” ~1 special kind of ii systt’m 1110dcl r;ithcr than :I process 
model. The ~c’ason fur this is the t’;tct that dn t‘kent structure rcprcscnts ;I set of 
potellGal hisorics r;ither than the cvolvinp n~~~~-~~~l~l~~ltii~l history of ;L concurrent 
s\‘stLY‘ !.
IL!! :a :-ding future work. two lines of rtxxrch 5uggcst tticmsclvt3. Fir++. IIC’ ~0iild 
~:t‘ rht: C’I’N modt9 to strengthen the relationships bct\vcen processes and s\stt‘ms 
\Gthirl net theorv. In particular, wt‘ should like to consider \\t4-‘undt’rstood sy$tt‘m 
ltlcjdeis like marked graphs [6], bipolar syllchrollizi~tion svstems [71 and free choice 1 
net:; [ IO] and ask: When does a system- together with its t‘n\‘ironnl~nt-~t~l~r~~t~ 
!I-crmtinuous c;~is;~l nets, as its pr;,~‘csscs! 
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A second line of research to pursue would be-and should be-to provide the 
CCN model with a concrete interpretation. This would then enabIe us to evaluate 
the power and limitations of the properties of a non-sequential process that have 
been proposed here. A concrete interpretation would also add some meat to the 
vague explanations of the various concepts that we have provided through the 
repeated use of words and phrases within quotes. A natural candidate would be a 
computational interpretation and here we expkct to be guided by (and probably 
depart from) the work presented in [13] and [ 181. 
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